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Abstract. In this paper, we present work on bringing multimodal interaction to
Minecraft. The platform, Multicraft, incorporates speech-based input, eye track-
ing, and natural language understanding to facilitate more equitable gameplay
in Minecraft. We tested the platform with elementary, middle school students
and college students through a collection of studies. Students found each of the
provided modalities to be a compelling way to play Minecraft. Additionally, we
discuss the ways that these different types of multimodal data can be used to iden-
tify the meaningful spatial reasoning practices that students demonstrate while
playing Minecraft. Collectively, this paper emphasizes the opportunity to bridge a
multimodal interface with a means for collecting rich data that can better support
diverse learners in non-traditional learning environments.
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1 Introduction

Interest and participation in video games continues to grow. Recent reports note that
three out of four Americans play video games and an estimated 2.7 billion gamers
around the globe [1]. While part of this growth in video games is fueled by the COVID-
19 pandemic [2, 3], researchers have long discussed the important role that games can
play for learning and socialization [4–7]. This opportunity for learning and socializa-
tion can have particular positive benefits for students who are disabled by inaccessible,
physically collocated, game-based learning experiences.However, to be effective, virtual
gaming environments must also be intentional about considering questions of accessibil-
ity. Technological developments like the XboxAdaptive Controller provide an important
step towards accessible gaming experiences. Nonetheless, the goals of accessible gaming
experiences should also consider equitable play and identify ways that students’ game-
based practices demonstrate student knowledge development and expertise. Regarding
equitable play, it is not sufficient to simply replace the input modality. Additional steps
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should be taken to develop comparable gaming experiences for all participants. Fur-
thermore, beyond including novel interfaces for supporting participation, there is an
important opportunity to utilize different modalities to chronicle student learning.

In this paper we describe our efforts to combine these ideas in a platform called
Multicraft. Multicraft is a collection of multimodal interfaces that allow students to
use speech, gaze, text, or any combination of these modalities to play Minecraft. The
platform also includes built-in features that can accelerate game play and a method for
storing multimodal data that researchers can use to study student in-game computational
thinking and spatial reasoning practices.

The next section highlights prior research that informs our work and situates Multi-
craft relative to this prior work.We then present a quick summary of the design principles
and technical architecture for Multicraft. We also highlight some of the core features
of the platform. This is followed by a short presentation of user feedback on different
elements of the platform. After describing the platform and user feedback, we transition
into a high-level presentation of some of the research that we have conducted using
multimodal data. We particularly focus on ways that eye-tracking and video data have
allowed us to study various complex spatial reasoning practices that students exhibit
while playing Minecraft. We conclude with a discussion of future work and suggestions
for overarching objectives for this type of work.

2 Prior Literature

2.1 Autcraft

Autcraft is a user community and user-generated modification of Minecraft that was
specifically developed for learners with Autism and their families [6, 8, 9]. Across this
work Ringland emphasizes how a Minecraft community, when appropriately designed,
can be an important space for autistic youth and their families. Ringland [10] specifically
describes how families configure and navigate the physical, liminal, and virtual spaces
needed to successfully participate in Minecraft. Many of the core features of Autcraft
are achieved through the rich community of people, and the customMinecraft mods that
govern how students are permitted to interact within the game. The design of Multicraft
takes a similar approach of configuring an open-source server that users can customize
and deploy as needed. Additionally, the inclusion of multiple possible input modalities
speaks to a recognition of the varying liminal spaces that families configure. Moreover,
Multicraft also includes features that try to adapt to the user, as opposed to requiring the
user to conform to standardized methods of input. Our adoption of this strategy is an
attempt to utilize ability-based design (ABD) [11], which we describe in the following
section.

2.2 Ability Based Design

ABD is a set of tenets for guiding computer scientist as they create accessible interfaces.
A central tenet of ABD is to embed adaptation into the design of the interface, as opposed
to requiring the user to carry the burden of using their own adaptive technologies and
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tools. Moreover, interfaces should be designed to be utilized with a variety of input
modalities. While Multicraft still has several limitations in terms of the abilities that are
supported, our goal is to integrate features that reflect the diverse set of abilities that
human possess.

2.3 Multimodal Learning Analytics

The use of multimodal data also provides a means to leverage techniques from Multi-
modal Learning Analytics (MMLA) [12]. MMLA is a collection of strategies that can
support real-time and post-hoc analysis of learners in non-traditional learning environ-
ments. HistoricallyMMLAhas involved a broad set of modalities that frequently include
video, audio, gesture tracking, eye tracking, affect detection, and electro-dermal acti-
vation [13, 14]. Multicraft utilizes multimodal fusion of text, speech, and gaze data to
provide an accurate and naturalistic input modality. Beyond that, however, the multi-
modal data provides an opportunity to carefully chronicle student learning and knowl-
edge development within the Minecraft game. In looking at student game play using
multimodal data, we will mostly explore work on student spatial reasoning skills, which
we quickly summarize in the next section.

2.4 Spatial Reasoning Skills

Spatial reasoning refers to a variety of skills that generally pertain to one’s ability to
perceive, utilize, and store different types of spatial information [15]. This might include
the ability to perform navigation tasks using a map, mentally folding a piece of paper, or
rotate an object in one’s mind. A variety of spatial reasoning tests have been developed
to measure these skills in laboratory contexts, but a growing body of research advocates
for researchers to examine spatial reasoning in less restricted contexts [16, 17]. Video
games have also been a context where researchers have studied spatial reasoning skills
[18–20]. Hence, one of the contributions that we explore alongside the development of a
multimodal interface is the opportunity to analyze student data, particularly eye-tracking
and video data, to better understand and acknowledge the ways that students practice
spatial reasoning in Minecraft. This approach follows in a traditional of psychological
research that studies mental rotation using eye tracking data during standardized spatial
reasoning tests [21–23].

2.5 Summary

There is a broad collection of prior and relevant work that relates to this project. An
important distinction that we emphasize with Multicraft is the goal of supporting equi-
table play and using multimodal data to discern student learning practices. Bringing
together these different ideas is novel relative to the prior work in these domains.

3 Multicraft

Multicraft is a platform designed to support multimodal interaction in Minecraft. The
current platform integrates speech-based input, eye tracking and natural language under-
standing and reflects a set of design principles that is informed by hundreds of hours
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observing elementary and middle school students play Minecraft. These observations
includeworkingwith students with a variety of physical, visual, and neurological impair-
ments. For example, our team has watched students with cerebral palsy effectively dis-
connect from the Minecraft experience because of an inaccessible interface. We have
seen students on the autism spectrum experience significant anxiety and frustrationwhen
they incorrectly execute a command and are unable to easily undo that action. And we
have generally seen how novice Minecraft players have struggled to be accepted into
a classroom Minecraft community because they have not yet learned the syntax of the
platform. These types of observations and others contribute to the design principles that
we have incorporated into the Multicraft platform.

3.1 Design Principles

Our design principles center on equitable play, taking a pluralistic approach, allowing
for natural language input, facilitating collaboration, and easy version control.

Equitable play is a goal that we believe is sorely missed within prior work. Many
of the existing accessible interface look to simply replace the keyboard and mouse with
other input modalities but do nothing to ensure that the overall experience is equitable.
We enact this principle by seamlessly embedding some computer programming into the
platform. For example, students can request to build a house with certain dimensions,
instead of having to manually place every block for said house. Students can also easily
clone existing objects, create large ravines, and quickly create entire cities.

Pluralistic approach refers to allowing users to complete the same action using a
variety of modalities and commands [24, 25]. Given the Constructionist orientation of
Minecraft it seems appropriate to also ensure that our platform supportsmultiple forms of
engagement and execution. Concretely, we achieve this by permitting users to complete
the same action using a variety of modalities. This goal is also an acknowledgement
of the diversity and intersectionality present within disability communities. Users bring
many different abilities and preferences, hence, Multicraft aims to support as many of
those abilities and preferences as possible.

Allowing natural language input speaks to our desire for Multicraft to adapt to
the language and syntax of our users, as opposed to requiring users to learn a specific
syntax. The inclusion of a Natural Language Understanding (NLU) Engine advances
this principle.

Facilitating collaboration is a central component of the Minecraft platform in that
players can collaboratively build, mine, and battle within shared virtual worlds. Players
can also share materials with one another. However, Minecraft does not allow players
to easily share entire built structures with one another. Multicraft adds this functionality
by allowing players to name their built structures which subsequently lets other players
to easily re-use them.

Version control refers to the player’s ability to easily undo and redo executed com-
mands. Minecraft natively allows students to add and destroy blocks, however, many
students have trouble undoing previous actions (e.g., using a command to create a 10× 10
× 15 house). Not being able to undo or redo command-based build actions inadvertently
discourages students from using different commands.
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3.2 System Technical Architecture

In the current version, users may speak simple commands to the game, such as “build
a ten by twenty-two wall of stone” or “move forward fifteen blocks”. The user can also
use eye tracking commands like “track my eyes and build a ten by ten by ten building of
quartz”. This command will start the eye tracker and build the desired structure where
the user looks. These commands are executed instantaneously, speeding up the process
of building compared to placing blocks individually or using themore complicated built-
in Minecraft commands. We achieve these types of interactions by integrating several
technical components (Fig. 1). The overall technical architecture can be split into three
layers: User Devices, the Multicraft Client and the Multicraft Server.

Fig. 1. Technical architecture of Multicraft

User Devices. Users have the option of using any number of input modalities. We
emphasize an eye tracker and microphone, because these are the two multimodal inputs
that we have explicitly integrated and tested with participants. However, many of the
capabilities also work for participants who may be playing Minecraft with a keyboard,
mouse, or touch screen.

Multicraft Client. The Multicraft Client interface includes capabilities for communi-
cating between the User Devices and the Multicraft Server. This includes handling text,
speech, and eye tracking data, and sending instructions to the Multicraft server.

Audio Processing. For users that elect to use speech-based input, we have included
Speech-to-Text capabilities for converting the audio information into transcriptions. This
component consists of a Python program that uses web sockets to communicate with a
speech recognition engine.While this piece is customizable, our current implementation
uses the IBM Watson Speech-to-Text service. Because of the atypical vocabulary used
within Minecraft, and because we wanted to optionally include “Multicraft” as a custom
trigger word, we utilize a custom language model and augment the standard dictionary
with Minecraft specific words like “redstone” and “ender pearl”.
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Eye Tracking Module. Gaze interaction is implemented through a C# program that uti-
lizes a Tobii Eye Tracker 4C and the Tobii Interaction Library Beta API. This program
collects 2D gaze point data in real time and subsequently uses that data to adjust the
player’s in-game camera. This eye tracker-basedmovement results in the current fixation
location moving to the center of the computer screen. This capability can be optionally
toggled on or off through a voice command (e.g., “start tracking my eyes”) or using text.
There are three ways of interacting with the eye tracker. The first is for building and
allows the user to determine where to build a structure that they request via voice com-
mand. The second is for navigation and allows the user to focus and move their character
forward. By dwelling at the center of the screen (±50 pixels) for three seconds, their
avatar begins to walk forward, and continues to walk until they change their gaze. The
third is for moving the camera with the user’s eye movement. As the player looks to
the right or to the left, the screen moves with them, and re-centers on their current gaze
location. Voice or text commands can be used to toggle with eye gaze mode the user
wishes to utilize.

Text Input. The system also supports typed natural language commands, such as “build
a ten by ten by ten gold structure”. The commands are sent to the Natural Language
Understanding (NLU) Engine and processed accordingly. More rigidly structured com-
mands can also be entered through the in-game chat feature. An example of this would be
“/mmbuild 10 10 10 41”, where “/mmbuild” corresponds to the custom build command,
“10 10 10” to the dimensions of the structure (x, y, and z), and “41” to the Minecraft
material ID - in this case 41 indicates a gold block. Versions of the platform have also
supported shorthand text-based input. For example, the instruction “build a 10 by 10
by 10 gold structure”, could be written in shorthand as “b 10 10 10 41”. One reason
for including a shorthand notation is because entering “hacks” is already part of the
Minecraft culture. Additionally, it eliminates the need for the additional hardware or
client-side software used with speech recognition.

Multicraft Server. The main server side component is a Minecraft Bukkit server with
a SpigotMC plugin. Bukkit is a free, open-source software for running and extending
Minecraft servers. SpigotMC is a high-performance Minecraft server API. The Spig-
otMCplugin handles executingMulticraft-specific commands and passing those instruc-
tions to Minecraft. Multicraft depends on a NLU Engine that we briefly described in the
next section.

NLU Engine. The understanding engine produces a semantic representation of the
audio transcripts (or text-based commands) using SpaCy [26]. It subsequently oper-
ationalizes those requests into actions within the Minecraft game. Beyond this, the NLU
engine incorporates some unique features.

Synonym Detection and Keyword Extraction: We use WordNet [27] to ensure that
synonyms are mapped to supported game-based actions. This allows us to support a
larger set of commands than simply “build”, “move” and “track,” for example. Currently,
the system can execute commands for building structures, placing blocks, and moving
the player along cardinal directions. It also supports activating eye tracking to be used
for building or navigating, adjusting the camera, adding items to the user’s inventory,
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and saving, naming, and cloning previously built structures. Finally, as we describe in
more detail later, it also supports undo and redo capabilities. In addition to identifying
synonyms for actions, the platform can also identify synonyms for cardinal directions
and different in-game materials. After identifying the appropriate synonyms, the engine
performs keyword extraction. It identifies numbers, material types, cardinal directions,
and certain parts of speech. Together, synonym and keyword detection allow players
more freedom in how they issue commands.

Error Detection and User Feedback: Error detection and feedback provide a player
with information on why an error has occurred if a command is not executed. For
example, if a build command is issued without dimensions, a message is displayed on
the screen that informs the player that the command requires dimensions.

Saving and Naming of Structures: Building in Minecraft can involve a lot of repeti-
tion. Multicraft provides a simple way of accomplishing repeated building by allowing
players to name their structures after they have built them. Once a player builds a struc-
ture, they can name it (e.g., “home”), move to a new position and issue the command,
“/mclone home” and a replica will be built. The system also supports sharing objects
with others. The structures that the user names are available for all other users on that
Minecraft server to utilize.

Undoing and Redoing: The server implementation also includes the ability to undo
and redo items within a user’s build history. For example, if a student issues a command
to “build a fifteen by eight by nine brick house” and subsequently decides that they no
longer want that structure, they can simply say “undo” and the structure will be removed.
Similarly, they can say “redo” or type “/mredo” to recreate the structure.

Simplification of Existing Minecraft Commands: The server-side implementation
also includes simplifications of built-in Minecraft commands. For example, Minecraft
has existing commands for filling a space with blocks or cloning an existing structure.
To use these capabilities, students need to remember the Cartesian coordinates for the
bottom front, and upper rear portions of the space to be filled or cloned. Multicraft
includes text or speech commands that can be used to store these values for the user and
subsequently allow them to issue a command to fill or clone the space.

4 Part 1: User Experiences with Multicraft

Throughout the platform development process, we have conducted user studies with
different groups of participants. Within this section, we will discuss three groups of
user studies. The first were middle school students participating in one-week long sum-
mer Minecraft camps. The second group of participants were middle school student
participating through Minecraft clubs. The third group were K-2nd graders.

4.1 Overview

Each group of participants experienced a slightly modified set of tasks. These differ-
ences were due to our ongoing development of the Multicraft platform. They were also
influenced by the COVID-19 pandemic, which interrupted significant portions of our
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data collection. The summer camp students tested Multicraft’s capabilities, but with-
out eye tracking. Instead, we focused on examining how students would make use of
the speech-based natural language input. The middle school Minecraft club participants
tested the combined speech and eye-tracking interface. The elementary school students
primarily tested the text-based input interface, with a select few also testing speech-based
capabilities in Minecraft.

4.2 Participants

The summer camp participants included ten students that identified as boys, and 1 that
identified as a girl. None of them identified as frequent Minecraft users, and all were
between 12 and 14 years old. The middle school Minecraft club participants included
three students that identified as girls and 7 students that identify as boys. All students
ranged in age from 12–14 years old. All the students identified as having prior experience
with Minecraft. The elementary school participants included four students that identify
as girls and five that identify as boys. All students were between kindergarten and 2nd
grade. Only two of the students had prior experience with Minecraft. One student in
each of the programs was on the autism spectrum, however, our observations will not
be based solely on those students.

4.3 User Testing Tasks

As previously noted, each group completed a different set of tasks. However, consistent
across each group was a researcher-led demonstration of the basic capabilities of the
platform. The summer camp participants were asked to use the platform while engaging
in free play and also given pictures of buildings to recreate. The Minecraft club partici-
pants completed three specific tasks. First, they were asked to use the eye tracker tomove
around the world. This involved adjusting their gaze to the desired location and dwelling
in the middle of the screen to move forward. Next, they tested text input commands.
Here they could follow the example to construct a building of one-hundred cubic blocks
or create something of their own choosing. They then tried a slightly modified way to
build the same structure. Finally, they tested out building with the eye tracker activated.

Elementary school students were given two tasks to complete. The first task involved
trying two different approaches for building a 100 cubic feet structure in Minecraft.
The second tasks asked them to build that same structure but also create copies of that
structure. They completed these two tasks using nativeMinecraft features andMulticraft
features. We also had some of the students test our speech-based input alongside using
text-based input.

4.4 Data Collection

Our data collection with the summer camp participants was the most extensive. During
the program, the research team collected audio and video data of each student usingOpen
Broadcaster Software (OBS) on the respective participant laptops. OBS also enabled us
to capture a video of the screen. In addition to the individual videos, we also collected
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whole roomvideo, and conducted some informal interviews and surveyswith the students
about Multicraft. Informal interviews asked students their views on the utility of the
platform. We did not explicitly ask them if they did or did not like the platform because
the authors had previously interacted with some of the students, and we thought their
stated perceptions might be biased. Hence, a large portion of the analysis is based on
what we observed students do, and less about what students explicitly said.

For themiddle schoolMinecraft club participants, our data collection included obser-
vations and informal interviews. Individual students tested the platform, one-at-a-time.
After they finished their tasks, a research team member asked a few questions about the
accessibility of the areas of improvement for future iterations, overall enjoyment with
Multicraft, and ease of use.

Finally, for the elementary school students, we conducted informal interviews and
observed as students used the platform. Specifically,we asked students (and their parents)
about the relative ease of use between Minecraft commands, and our custom Multicraft
commands.

4.5 Data Analysis

Members of the research team, namely the authors, individually and collectivelywatched
videos of student game play. The research team took note of different observations and
discussed these notes with other teammembers to get their assessment and interpretation
of the different episodes. We also consulted our field notes and debrief notes from the
different sessions. The surveys from students were also looked at qualitatively to get
a general picture of student perceptions. The pieces of data that we selected for this
analysis serve as exemplars for some of the design elements that we wish to highlight
with this platform. In thisway, the analysis is not intended to suggest absolute causality, or
universality. Instead, they are indications of potential interpretations of student behaviors
and utterances.

4.6 Observations and Findings

Through the observations, surveys, and interviews we were able to identify some impor-
tant information about Multicraft and its potential to enhance the Minecraft gameplay
experience. We also uncovered some challenges with the platform and potential future
developments. We will organize the results based on modalities. Specifically, we will
begin with observations and student comments associated with text-based input, then
speech-based input, and, finally, gaze-based input. We then touch on some key ideas
from student interviews.

Text-Based Input. Text-based input proved to be quite difficult for several of the stu-
dents that we tested with. This was true across the novice middle school students and
elementary school students. None of the students knew how to type, with most students
trying to type with two or three fingers. This meant that their attempts to enter different
commands were hampered by being slow and inaccurate. This resulted in them having
to re-enter the same commands a second, and, at times, a third, or fourth time. The
shorthand text input, on the other hand, provided a seamless interaction for both middle
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school and elementary school students. One of the current realities is that many children
who are growing up in the age of touch screen and audio assistants, do not have much
experience typing. However, only having to type a single letter and a handful of numbers
seem to be appropriate for the different users that we observed. The biggest challenge
in the case of shorthand text input was the need for students to know the numeric code
for the block types that they wanted to use. The numeric codes offered both advantages
and disadvantages. Using a number was easier than knowing how to spell words like
“acacia”, but it also meant that students needed a way to look up the correct material
codes. To address this, students found a webpage that includes a full list of block types
and their codes, and kept that webpage open so that they could toggle to it as needed. In
later versions of this platform, we introduced the ability to use the numbers and mate-
rial names interchangeably. Apart from this, students seemed to find that the shorthand
text input approach worked as expected. Moreover, the young students were particu-
larly appreciative of the ability to name structures and quickly clone them. They also
expressed a preference for Multicraft’s commands over the Minecraft text commands
because the Multicraft required fewer words.

For the middle school students with prior Minecraft experience, using text-based
input appeared to be the most natural form of interaction. They already had experience
using different Minecraft commands through coding activities in their Minecraft clubs.
The students reported that the Multicraft commands made constructing large structures
much easier, and many users stated they preferred using the commands over placing the
individual blocks. The one deviation from this was that students do not always know
exactly what they want to build. In those instances, they did not find much utility in
the Multicraft text-based input modality which requires users to state the dimensions of
their desired structure.

Speech-Based Input. For many of the students, the prospect of using speech-based
input offered a welcome alternative to having to type. They also liked the idea of natural
language input because remembering a specific syntax for the various functions that
Minecraft makes available was challenging for many of the students. However, in prac-
tice, some students found the speech recognition accuracy to be unreliable. Because of
this, some students had to repeat their requests several times before getting it to success-
fully build. We believe that this is due to poor quality acoustic models for adolescents
and because many of our participants spoke other languages at home. Once the requests
were properly processed, students expressed amazement that the structure was created
so quickly. Their amazement and excitement generated social interactions among their
peers, as they eagerly shared their creations with other students. Students also appeared
to be comfortable talking to the computer and did so using their normal speech cadence
and tone. Another challenge was that students expressed uncertainty about what kinds
of instructions they could issue, a common challenge within multimodal interfaces [28].
We have since developed a cheat sheet that users can utilize as they interface using
Multicraft. We have also improved the speech recognition by executing some additional
code-based customizations.

Despite these challenges, the elementary school students that we observed preferred
speech-based input to typing. In fact, some of the students even tried to use speech-based
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input within the Minecraft inventory because they were not sure how to spell the name
for several of the materials. At times they would start typing a word incorrectly and
subsequently become unable to find the block-type of interest. When facilitators were
present, they would ask for spelling assistance, but in the absence of adult involvement, it
is unclear how they would be able to build their structures as envisioned. This challenge,
on the part of students, exemplifies a primary challenge we want to overcome. Students
may have complex and intricate ideas in their minds, but lack the computer knowledge,
or Minecraft experience to enact that idea.

Eye Tracking Input. Of the three modalities, eye tracking was the one that students
found to be most intriguing. Many students had interfaced with systems that used speech
recognition, or seen people use them on smartphones. Eye trackers, on the other hand,
were a novelty. For the experienced Minecraft users that tested the eye tracking system,
there was a noticeable learning curve to navigating the game with their eyes. It gen-
erally took students between five and ten minutes to get to the point where they were
comfortable using their eyes to navigate and build in Minecraft. Additionally, one of
the most frequent comments about the eye tracking feature was that moving the camera
with eye movement at first felt unnatural. We also observed that it took time for them
to learn the mapping of gaze position to camera movement speed. However, with some
practice, students became quite proficient integrating this additional modality into their
game play.

Interviews. In addition to observations, we also conducted informal interviews with
students about the Multicraft interface. Some of the questions raised were based on
observations that we made. Other questions were focused around how socially accept-
able it would be to use this platform when playing with friends, and what additional
functionality the students would like to see added to the platform. Here, we focus on
questions of social acceptability because that is of primary consideration for our goal of
equitable play.

The question around student perceptions of using Multicraft during general multi-
player games was met with mixed reviews. Many students saw no problem with using
Multicraft in creative mode (the game mode where students freely build and create). To
them, Multicraft fit into their existing schema of Minecraft hacks. In fact, many students
came to refer to the shorthand text-based input “Tim [Mwiti]’s Hack” because he had
introduced it to them and showed them how it worked. However, students were less keen
about using Multicraft in survival mode (a mode where players have limited resources
and need to mine and hunt to survive), as they likened it to cheating. When further
probed about why it was cheating, a student described that the current implementation
does not use any of your inventory items, meaning that when using Multicraft you have
an unlimited supply of resources. This would be unfair in survival mode. Other students
agreed with this assessment and suggested that while in survival mode, the user should
only be able to use items in their inventory. Students were also concerned with the social
stigma associated with using Multicraft in multiplayer survival. Because some of the
text commands are entered through the chat terminal, some players’ Multicraft actions
may be visible to others. In our ongoing development, we are working to address these
concerns with social stigma and acceptability.
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5 Part 2: Multimodal Analyses of Minecraft Gameplay

Alongside the utility that Multicraft provides for users, we are also interested in ways
that the multimodal data used in theMulticraft platform can be help us better understand
and chronicle students’ growing competencies. In this section we present data from a
laboratory-based study and two Minecraft summer camp-based studies.

5.1 Overview

The summer camp-based studies included students completing build challenges as well
as open-builds. Within these camps we were interested in the spatial reasoning practices
that students exhibit across different building contexts. The summer camps lasted for
approximately 15 h.

The laboratory-based study included undergraduate and graduate students who com-
pleted a mental rotation test and three specific build challenges. This study was under-
taken to look at the ways that mental rotation practices that students employ on standard-
ized spatial reasoning tasks might mirror onto the practices students use in Minecraft. It
was also an opportunity to explore development of automated techniques for studying
spatial reasoning inMinecraft.As students completed the one-hour longbuild challenges,
eye tracking and screen recordings were captured.

5.2 Participants

The summer camp-based studies include the same one that was discussed in Sect. 4. In
addition to those students, the data in this section also includes an additional summer
campwith 12middle school students. This group included four females, and eight males.
All but one of the students had prior experience with Minecraft.

As previously noted, the laboratory-based study included 19 undergraduate and grad-
uate students. Fifteen students identified as males, while the remaining four identified
females. Sixteen of the students were undergraduates, while the remaining three were
pursuing graduate degrees. One of the students is on the autism spectrum.

5.3 User Testing Tasks

Within the summer camp studies, students completed various build challenges. One of
the structures that students created can be seen in Fig. 2.

Within the laboratory-based study, students were asked to complete amental rotation
test [29] and then to use in-game reference images (e.g., Fig. 3) to recreate the three
structures pictured in Fig. 4, 5 and 6.

5.4 Data Collection

Across the different studies, we collected eye-tracking and screen recordings of student
gameplay. The eye-gaze data was captured using the Tobii 4C eye tracker, which was
collecting data at 90 Hz. The screen recordings were created using the Social Signal
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Fig. 2. Sample structure that students
recreated in Minecraft

Fig. 3. Picture of in-game reference images with eye
tracking data overlay (green dots). (Color figure online)

Fig. 4. Structure A Fig. 5. Structure B Fig. 6. Structure C

Interpretation (SSI) framework [30] or OBS. We also collected whole room audio, indi-
vidual audio, and server logs of student game-based actions using the LogBlock plugin.
The eye-tracking data and screen recordings are the focal portion of these analyses,
though the game-based log data did inform portions of the analyses.

5.5 Data Analysis

The summer camp-based analysis heavily relied on human annotation of the video data.
Because the total collection of videos included more than 100 h of data, we elected to
use some simple data mining to help with the video selection process. Computational
analysis was used on the log data to look for sessions that showed noticeable differences
in the number of blocks that students placed and based on differential performance on the
mental rotation test. Based on this information, we were able to select a small collection
of videos to human code. The research team collectively watched and coded the videos
for different spatial reasoning practices. A subset of these observations is presented in
this paper.

The data analysis process for the laboratory-based study used computer vision- based
contour detection and synchronous eye tracking data to identify salient features and gaze
patterns on the different mental rotation test questions. Contour detection is an approach
that allows a computer program to label contiguous shapes within a given image. The
contours can be hierarchical, such that a given contour can contain several other contours.
Figure 7 contains three contours from a mental rotation test question.

For the eye gaze data, we computed fixations and saccades following research con-
ventions. A fixation was recorded when any set of successive data points was no more
than 25 pixels apart from one another, and when the collection of gaze points represented
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Fig. 7. Picture of hierarchical contours outlined in yellow, green, and blue. (Color figure online)

at least 50 ms. The resultant features were used for human observation of common gaze
patterns and are also supplied to different machine learning algorithms to highlight
correlations between different features and student performance on the mental rotation
test.

5.6 Observations and Findings

Summer Minecraft Clubs: The summer camp-based analysis helped surface several
ways that student exhibit spatial reasoning practices while playing Minecraft. Broadly
speaking, several of the ideas connect to work on using visual anchors to help students
make sense of a given design [22, 31]. Some of these practices include choosing a starting
point, frequently a corner of a structure, or the middle, and subsequently counting along
a single dimension. In some videos students can be heard verbally counting, or moving
their mouths as they pass over the different blocks. Viewers can also see the eye gaze
trace jump from block to block within the screen recordings.

Another common approach was students looking at a structure from a specific per-
spective. This perspective was often chosen to match the angle of the reference picture
and simplifies their ability to draw a correspondence between the reference image and
the structure that they are building.

One specific instance of perspective taking is taking a bird’s-eye view of a structure.
Frequently, students would fly above their current build so they could see the entire
structure. When looking from above, students would scan over the relative dimensions
and look for symmetries or other obvious discontinuities.

Perhaps the most intriguing use of the bird’s-eye view was in conjunction to students
creating their own attentional anchors. We see in example of them when students try to
recreate a mushroom tower (Fig. 8). While they are working on the bottom part of the
mushroom top, they need to create an oval that will go around the center column that they
have created. When the students take a bird’s-eye view, they see that the surrounding
oval is not quite right (Fig. 9). To fix this, they voluntarily create a rectangular scaffold
(Fig. 10), which is used tomore easily construct the oval. This represents a fairly complex
spatial practice that the student spontaneously uses to fix this build.

Collectively, we see students using several different strategies to spatially reason
about structures in Minecraft. The summer camp-based studies helped us surface some
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Fig. 8. Mushroom tower
image

Fig. 9. Failed design for
mushroom rim (the dark
portion)

Fig. 10. Scaffold created by
students to anchor mushroom
rim

of these practices as inferred from computer-informed video selection, and subsequent
human analysis. The laboratory study that we conducted was an attempt to explore some
of these patterns using more automated techniques and regarding a validated mental
rotation test [29].

Laboratory Study: The laboratory-based analysis is still a work in progress. Thus far
we have been able to successfully combine computer vision derived features, automated
detection of fixation points, and machine learning to discern differential gaze patterns
among students that exhibit different mental rotation ability. As a sample output from
the mental rotation test portion of the video, see Fig. 11.

Fig. 11. Aggregated frequent fixation points for laboratory-based study

In Fig. 11we can see themost common gaze points across all participants, as overlaid
on a static image of the mental rotation test image (note: detecting this static image in
the different frames of the video required using ORB feature detection as students could
scroll up and down on the screen, a process that we do not describe here in the interest
of brevity). When we aggregate across the fixation points within the reference images
that students looked at to inform their builds, we can see what students are and are not
paying attention to. We think that this type of analysis can translate to the Minecraft
gameplay data by specifically examining which parts of a reference Minecraft building
students are and are not paying attention to when trying to replicate a structure.

Our analysis of correlations between different features and student performance on
mental rotation tasks has also demonstrated some promise [32]. For example, previ-
ous analysis found that a decision tree trained on a broad selection of contour-based,
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fixation, and saccade features can be used to accurately model student mental rotation
performance. Our interest in doing this type of analysis was to explore a good research
methodology for studying student spatial reasoning using computer vision and eye track-
ing data. We see this computational approach being something that we can translate into
our analyses of Minecraft video game play and presumably detect some of the complex
spatial reasoning practices that we observed in the summer camp-based Minecraft anal-
ysis.Wemight also use these features as a way to look at how individual students’ spatial
reasoning practices change over time relative to themselves.

6 Discussion

The overarching objective of the featured studies and analyseswas to describe our current
efforts to couple a multimodal interface that promotes equitable play with opportuni-
ties to use MMLA to delve into the complex spatial reasoning practices that students
demonstrate while playing Minecraft. The user feedback from elementary and middle
school students suggests that there are several aspects of theMulticraft platform that they
find to be compelling and useful for different groups of users. Several students found
the speech and gaze-based input modalities to be a welcomed change from the standard
approach to building inMinecraft. These different modalities were adopted based on our
observations fromworkingwith hundreds of elementary andmiddle school students play
Minecraft, and particularly informed by observed experiences of students with disabili-
ties. The results that we have gathered so far suggest that many of the objectives around
usingmultimodal input were achieved. However, as we noted earlier in this paper, simply
providing alternate modalities for input is insufficient. Instead, we want to afford a more
equitable gaming experience where students feel equipped to participate alongside their
peers regardless of abilities. In one respect, the student feedback that using Multicraft
during multiplayer survival seemed unfair is an acknowledgement that Multicraft can
offer noticeable benefits in executing different commands and actions faster. At the same
time, however, this feedback also points to potentially larger challenges about the social
stigma of accessible interfaces that aim for equitable experiences. The students’ pri-
mary concerns were about players having access to resources outside of their inventory,
which is something that we can easily correct in future iterations of the platform, but
some social stigma may persist.

Our ongoing analyses using multimodal data also hint at some promising opportu-
nities to chronicle the knowledge and reasoning strategies that students evidence while
playing Minecraft. Our human analysis of video data keyed in on several common
spatial reasoning practices, while also noting the ways that students might be intention-
ally creating visual anchors to help them better recognize symmetries and other visual
elements. Additionally, the computational analysis that we briefly described that com-
bines computer vision, fixation detection, and machine learning during mental rotation
tests is a first step in automatically mining student game play data for different spatial
reasoning-relevant practices. We suggest, however, that this is just one example of what
we can accomplish using techniques from MMLA in game-based learning contexts.
Though we did not describe it in detail, our work also involves looking at student com-
putational thinking in Minecraft using student game-play videos and eye tracking data.
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To date, we have successfully used computer vision to detect how much time students
spend using the coding interface in Minecraft Education Edition. Detecting these video
clips has helped us focus our human video analysis process by automatically selecting
clips where students are actively programming. It also can help elucidate the design
prompts and activity structures that successfully lead to students doing more program-
ming in Minecraft. Moving forward, we intend to build out more of the techniques from
laboratory studies to utilize on data derived from more ecological settings.

7 Limitations

A major limitation of this work is that it was conducted with small groups of students
who self-selected into the programs. Additionally, these studies were completed with
multiple groups of participants who had interacted with one of the authors on previous
occasions. This may have made the students less likely to share their true opinions.
Another potential limitation is that we tested different elements of the platform with
different populations. While we had planned for a more systematic study during the
first quarter of 2020, the COVID-19 pandemic made this infeasible. Finally, while some
students with disabilities were present in our different groups of users, neither the data
collection nor the analysis identified them. On the one hand, that these students were
able to participate alongside other students seems to be a positive observation. However,
we recognize that this work should be tested with more students with disabilities, espe-
cially in recognition of the diversity and intersectionality that exists across the different
disability communities. Nonetheless, we believe that the insights gathered thus far are
still beneficial for considering the design of multimodal interfaces for equitable play.
We intend to address these limitations within our on-going studies and as we continue
to develop the platform. As we think more about the future development of this work,
we also want to speak to an important consideration in thinking about using MMLA.
Prior research in MMLA has involved the use of various multimodal sensors that can
proxy for everything from arousal, to cognitive load, to mind wandering, to fine motor
gesticulations. We must be careful not to use the analytics in ways that are normative
and overlook the diversity that exists among and within different populations. One app-
roach for addressing this is to look at ways that students’ data deviates from their typical
behaviors. Hence, even in thinking about ways that we look at student eye tracking data
and examining the visual spatial anchors that they may be references, simply looking at
aggregate behaviors across groups should be conducted with caution.

8 Conclusion

This project began because of our motivation to makeMinecraft more accessible for stu-
dents with disabilities. However, more important than simply making Minecraft more
accessible, we wanted to promote a game play and social experience that would be
equitable. Through our user studies, we found that the platform helps fulfill some of
those goals by providing capabilities that can spur on amazement and excitement among
traditional Minecraft users and novices. We also find that many of the multimodal com-
ponents, while not immediately intuitive for users, proved to be preferred modes of
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game play. In this sense, we feel that this tool is moving in the right direction in terms
of the system capabilities that it provides. Our analyses also point to the meaningful
ways that multimodal data can be used to study student learning in these game-based
environments, and free students from standardized testing and learning experiences. As
we iterate on this platform, we look forward to creating a more robust solution that we
will test among students with disabilities, and among mixed ability groups, since our
goal is to support inclusive learning experiences for all students.
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